FAST® Unveils New Ignition Division
Memphis, TN – FAST® is launching a full line of ignition systems and related components for both race and street
applications to strengthen its position as the leader in fuel, air and spark technology.
For more than two decades FAST® has been at the forefront of the performance aftermarket with its state-of-the-art fuel
injection systems, manifolds, throttle bodies and more. Now the COMP Performance Group™ brand has entered the
ignition market with its purchase of Crane Cams’ ignition products and technology. FAST® customers will have a wide
variety of products to choose from for drag, oval track, road racing and street performance use. Parts include the full line
of previously Crane-branded components, along with new products developed by the FAST® engineering staff, including
the E7 CD Ignition Controller. Each component is designed and developed using cutting-edge technology, and then
painstakingly tested both in the lab and on the track. All FAST® parts are also backed by unmatched technical assistance
that lets customers stay ahead of the competition. FAST® ignition systems and components such as coils, distributors,
crank triggers and spark plug wires can be found in the new 2016 Ignition Catalog and on the FAST® website.

About FAST™
In 2001, FAST® was acquired by the COMP Performance Group™ and moved its headquarters to Memphis, TN, to become the
popular electronics company that we know today. After more than a decade in the performance aftermarket industry, FAST® is the
recognized leader in advanced EFI technology. Now, not only does FAST® offer the components to adapt virtually any engine to fuel
injection, it is also an emerging force in the ignition market. With the latest in easy-to-use electrical components, the experts at FAST®
have everything that you need to make high-tech horsepower. Additional information about FAST® and its products can be found at
www.fuelairspark.com or at 1.877.334.8355. Also visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FASTWins, on Twitter at
twitter.com/FASTEFI or on YouTube at CPGNationTV.com.
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